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Community Choice Aggregators

 Local government entities purchase electricity on behalf of 

retail electricity customers within a town, city or region.

 Design their own rate structure, low income programs, energy 

mix and reliability strategies

 Utility still provides transmission, metering, billing collection 

and customer service. 



Community Choice Aggregators

8 states Allow CCAs and 7 have active CCAs, and at 

least 7 other states have considered them. 



Community Choice Aggregators

 Must be approved by the PUC before providing 

service 

 Most have competitive rates that are lower than 

the utility’s

– Research by NREL found that CCAs find that 

cost savings is critical to viability

– Communities suspended CCAs in IL when they 

lost competitive edge beginning in 2013. Several 

also suspended green power offerings.



CCAs Are Default Providers

 All community members within a CCA are automatically 

enrolled, but can chose to switch back to utility service

 Basic CCA service is often higher percentage 

renewables in California, but customers may have opt 

down and up options

 Similar to a municipal utility, but allows jurisdiction to 

control the sourcing of electricity without taking charge 

of transmission, distribution and billing



CCAs Determine the Energy Mix

 Required to meet RPS and reliability requirements

 Have the ability to enter into long term contracts

 CCAs use the power of aggregation of thousands or 100s 

of thousands of customers to get competitive bids

 Emphasize renewable power to varying degrees

Source: NREL Community Choice Aggregation: Challenges, Opportunities, and Impacts on Renewable Energy 

Markets, National Renewable Energy Laboratory: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72195.pdf

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72195.pdf


California CCAs

 California has seen rapid growth with 2.6 million CCA 

customers

– 2.1 million customer out of utility Pacific Gas & Electric’s 

5.4 million customers

– California Public Utilities Commission estimates that up 

to 85 percent of the state’s retail load could be served by 

CCAs, as well as by direct access providers, by 2025

 Delivering lower rates than the utility for standard plans 

and 100% clean offerings 

– New renewables contracts are at record lows

– Utilities signed in previous years when wind and solar 

were much more expensive 



California CCAs

 Exit Fee (power charge indifference adjustment)

– Designed to make utilities whole and indifferent to 

whether a customer stays or joins CCA 

– California Public Utilities Commission estimates that up 

to 85 percent of the state’s retail load could be served by 

CCAs, as well as by direct access providers, by 2025



Challenges

 Customer Awareness and Education

– How does the CCA affects their service?

– What does a blended mix of local national renewable energy 

actually mean?

 Opt-in, Opt-out process  

– Should move-in customers be automatically enrolled in CCA, as 

in CA?

 Setting Legacy Cost Allocation (Exit Fee)

– CCAs can diminish a utility’s ability to recover sunk costs 

through customer payments

– Must determine the proper fee to cover sunk costs and higher 

priced long-term contracts



Challenges

 Resource Adequacy

– Legislation may need to address obligation of utilities and CCAs 

in this realm

– Resources needed to address ramping, meeting demand at all 

times, grid reliability and stability, and address intermittency 

challenges of high renewables scenarios 

 PUC Oversight

– Some CCAs in CA argued that, like municipal utilities, certain 

components of PUC jurisdiction do not extend to them

– In California, CCAs are required to comply with state’s resource 

adequacy and RPS requirements and to submit integrated 

resource plans

 Will the energy mix support state goals?



Retail Choice

Source: Energy Information Administration

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=37452


Characteristics of Retail Choice 

 Policies usually include

– Designated Provider of Last Resort (incumbent utility)

– Opt-out to select competitor otherwise stay with default 

– Certification process for Retail Electricity Providers and 

requirements for fair pricing

– Independent educational component to help consumers 

understand choice 

– Often sets a temporary price floor

• Prevents incumbent providers from undercutting new 

entrants’ prices



Texas

 Texas Power To Choose Website 

– Providers will try to game search results and try to create plans 

that exploit search parameters 

– Electricity facts one pager summarizes offer is required to be 

posted

– Filters minimum usage fees (legislation to ban them failed)

– Shows providers’ complaint records

– Even with requirements, can be hard to compare plans: i.e. 

some charge is 1.5 cents per kwh up to 1,000 kwh and 8.8 cents 

for more than 1,000 kwh 



Texas

 Rates

– 92% of Residential and 98% of non-residential customers have 

switched providers since the market opened in 2002

– Average  across  all  available plans in the competitive market 

was 9.8 cents per kWh in 2016 while the nationwide average of 

13.45 cents

2017 Report to the 85th Texas Legislature: Scope of Competition in Electric Markets in Texas 



Pennsylvania

 Outcomes

– Between 1996 and 2011, rate caps were removed in 

individual utility regions one after another

– Switching rates from January 2018 

• Residential 33%

• Commercial 85%

• Industrial 97% 

– Low Income

• 70% of the low income customers who switched from 

default service paid more (Kleinman Center for Energy Policy -

University of PA)



Illinois

 Highest growth rates in retail customer choice among 

residential customers

 Completed implementation in 2012

 By 2013, residential switching reached 25 percent

 In 2012, 14 alternative suppliers were saving customers 

$139 compared to default utility service, but costing $87 

more in 2017

 By 2015, 70% residential market in ComEd switched, 

decreased to 35% by 2017 

 More than half of switching was due to community choice 

aggregators



Rate Impacts in Other States

 The Maine Public Utilities 

Commission found that, from 2014 

to 2016, competitive electricity 

provider customers paid $77.7 

million more than what they would 

have paid for standard offer service

 In January 2013, New York‘s 

attorney general found that 91.5 

percent of upstate low-income 

consumers who’d switched were 

paying higher rates than if they’d 

stuck with the default provider utility



Retail Choice Issue to Consider
 Providing an accurate, informative, and fair presentation 

of offers; setting parameters

– Ensuring customers can easily distinguish differences in cost, 

services and benefits

– Balance tension between distorting market and provide enough 

information but not too much

– Requirements for all electricity companies to advertise their 

plans with the same pricing details (kwh charges plus T&D)

– Minimum usage rates discourage conservation, hurt low-income 

consumers and increase T&D costs; effects energy efficiency 

– Address minimum fees, low intro rates, early termination 

charges, contract length, and other details 

– PA website requires all disclosures and 1 page contract 

summary while new rulemaking addresses introductory pricing 
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